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Richard van Houten (X Gen)

Background
• Family business restaurant 
• Degree in Business Economics VU Amsterdam University (1992)
• Marketing/Sales/MT at Praxis DIY, Nestlé, Bols Liquor, Holmen Paper
• Business experiences with Spain, Italy, Greece, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, UK

• Director/owner Bron & Partners Training Bureau

Workfield
• ‘Influencing’ your business environment (generations – team – partners – customers)
• Behavioral science to practice / behavioral efficiency
• How to handle difficult people

(E-)books published (Dutch) 

1.How to handle difficult people (book)
2.The psychology of influencing others
3.The customer doesn’t understand me!
4.Strategies for family owned businesses



• Staff is often comprised of a handful of generations—each with its own
characteristics, values and attitudes toward work. 

• Understanding how to motivate and relate with members of each group is 
key to fully developing their, yours and your department’s full potential. 

• Techniques and approaches for bridging the differences / 
expanding upon skills necessary for propelling your career forward.
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Position yourself and grow
• To position yourself in future of AI and Robotics, you must improve

generation influencing and bridging skills. 

• Enrich your knowledge/ expertise with networking skills to connect with 
other generations. 

• What’s the starting attitude to be able to do this?
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Position yourself and grow
• To position yourself in future of AI and Robotics, you must improve

generation influencing and bridging skills. 

• Enrich your knowledge/ expertise with networking skills to connect with 
other generations. 

• What’s the starting attitude to be able to do this?

=> be very very interested in other generations!
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Position yourself and grow
• To position yourself in future of AI and Robotics, you must improve

generation influencing and bridging skills. 

• Enrich your knowledge/ expertise with networking skills to connect with 
other generations. 

• What’s the starting attitude to be able to do this?
=> be interested in other generations!

- you might act the same if you belonged to their Gen
- what pos. behavior of other Generation can you still use?
- what/who is needed to increase the value of your output?
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MultiGenerational
Staff management
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4 generations are at work at the same time. 
Cooperation is not smooth. 

1. Babyboomers phase out and take their knowledge with them. 
2. Generation Y gets in and speaks another language than Generation X. 
3. The pragmatic generation gets stuck in rules, procedures and too extensive meetings 

I don’t understand the other generation(s) !
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• Time to bridge the generation differences
• How can generations strengthen each other? How to learn more from each other?

• Which generations can renew your company culture? 
• And how can this help the individual and the organisation?

This CourseMap brings the 4 generations to talk to each other constructively.

=> better insight, more understanding and and and concrete solutions for difficult issues

I don’t understand the other generation(s) !



Are you able to see what’s beneath?

11The Social Media Syndrome



Generations + generation management

• Every group has it’s own charateristics, and within the group every peron
has his own expertise, experience and vision. 

• If the group/team is (self)aware of this, this will lead to less
irritation/frustration. 

• It gives an extra positive effect: the drive, energy and curiosity of the young
combined with senior’s valuable experience.

→  Insight in each others driving forces leads to understanding of each
others behavior and to change of behavior.
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Generations + generation management

• Acknowlede characteristics + strong points and
• Make the weaker points/ irritations something to discuss
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Manage the differences

• Learning how to effectively lead and motivate distinct generations also 
presents opportunities for companies to not only do well, but 

to be more competitive.

• Characteristics attributable to each generation = product of the shared life 
experience (econ. growth or decline, unemployment, ….)

• Approach managing different generations = different. 

Recognize the strengths and potential of each Gen and focus more on 
adapting to those differences rather than expecting groups to conform to 
a specific management style or culture.
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5 generations will be working side by side. 

• How to make this most productive and not the opposite….. 

How to relate to employees of different age groups? 

• How do you motivate someone much older or much younger than you? 

And finally: 
what can you do to encourage employees of different generations to 
share their knowledge?
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5 generations will be working side by side. 

• It’s more common to see someone younger managing someone older 

• This can lead to tension on both sides. Maybe there is a feeling of: 
“why am I being bossed around by someone without a lot of experience?”

• On the other hand, maybe the younger person feels insecure and 
wonders: “how do I manage the senior?”

• It’s important to be aware of generational tension = 
possible lack of respect for someone from a different generation.
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True but don’t dwell on differences

Be aware of differences and make good use of that knowledge 

Don’t make the mistake to dwell on the differences
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BB 
• Middle and senior level management

• ‘Boomers’ grew up in times of economic prosperity and are more likely to 
define themselves in terms of their job. 

• Driven to succeed and are willing to take more risks. 

• Positive incentives work well for Boomers and they’ll react well to 
noticeable signs of success. 

• Luxury vacations, tangible incentives, or simply being given more authority 
in projects.
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X 
• Mid-management, but are also often entrepreneurs: 

This generation witnessed the hard work their parents were putting 
in at the office that often came at the cost of time with family, 
personal development, and enjoyment. 

• Consequently, Gen X’ers are more concerned about work/life 
balance, skill development, and overall happiness. 

• On-the-job training, opportunities to learn new skills, flex time and 
work at home options can be good incentives for this generation. 

• This group will also respond most favourable to timely and 
constructive feedback.
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Y/ Millennials 
• Entering the workforce or beginning to work their way up 

• Economic meltdown has resulted in an edge of cynicism and a fear of 
broken promises. 

• Also grown up along with rapid advances in technology and are tech savvy: 
computers, mobile devices, and social media are a big part of their lives. 

• Value technology tools, a team-oriented environment and immediate 
feedback/praise. 
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Millennial (Y/Z)
• 49% plans to leave current company < 2 y*

Reasons: 

1. Dissatisfied about work-life balance
2. Not enough growth possibilities
3. Salary insufficient
4. Learning possibilities insufficient
5. Are not appreciated enough
6. Get bored

23

* Deloitte research 13.400 millennials in 42 countries countries + 3000 Z’s from 10 countries
The answers provided by millennials and Gen Z respondents often were remarkably similar. For that reason, this report focuses on the millennial response 
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Among 20 challenges facing society that most concern respondents on a personal level, climate 
change/protecting the environment/natural disasters topped the list. 



Millennials
• Fun and personal development are priorities for Y-gen.
• If not, then they just leave…..

• They have high expectations of their working life:

Psychologist Thijs Launspach: 
“who ends up belonging to the top 10% of their (work)discipline?”

Every Y raised their hand …….. Impossible of course …….

25* Deloitte research 13.400 millennials in 42 countries + 3000 Z’s from 10 countries



Among this year’s key findings*
• Economic and social/political optimism is at record lows.
• Respondents express a strong lack of faith in traditional societal 

institutions, including mass media, and are pessimistic about social 
progress. 

• Millennials and Gen Zs are disillusioned. 
They’re not particularly satisfied with their lives, their financial situations, 
their jobs, government and business leaders, social media, or the way 
their data is used. 

• Millennials value experiences. They aspire to travel and help their 
communities more than starting families or their own businesses. 

26* Deloitte research 16.400 millennials/Y’s in 42 countries



Among this year’s key findings*

• Millennials are skeptical of business’s motives. 
Respondents do not think highly of leaders’ impact on society, their 
commitment to improving the world, or their trustworthiness. 

• They let their wallets do the talking (and walking). Millennials and Gen Zs, 
in general, will patronize and support companies that align with their 
values; 

many say they will not hesitate to lessen or end relationships when they 
disagree with companies’ business practices, values, or political leanings

27* Deloitte research 16.400 millennials/Y’s in 42 countries



Low opinions of leaders

• 73% said that political leaders are failing to have a positive impact 
on the world, while 66% said the same of faith leaders. 

• And about 45% of millennials have absolutely no trust
in leaders

• 43% said the mass media is having a negative impact on the world, 
and 

• 27% have zero trust in the media as sources of reliable and 
accurate information (53% expressed some trust) 
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Valuable clues

• But, these findings also provide valuable clues about how society’s 
institutions can respond to those differences in mutually beneficial ways 
that could 

- increase trust, 
- generate positive societal impact, and 
- meet their high expectations. 
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Career development

32

• Generations Y/Z view career development and advancement in radically
different ways than Xers or BB

• Y/Z: a job = stepping stone

• Greater emphasis on professional development and training opportunities
when making career decisions

(where to apply for a job, if to accept an offer and
how long to remain with an employer) 

• BB/X: job = long tenure (ambtsperiode) and loyalty to a company. 

• more formal, traditional view of career advancement through promotions
and increases in pay.



Career development
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To optimize employee satisfaction, companies should consider

• cross-training for different positions with a focus on the development of 
transferable skills. 

• This will help to keep the younger engaged, while honoring the experience
and tenure of older workers.



Age diversity in the workplace

While some businesses look only for more mature professionals with a great 
deal of experience, others opt for the young and trendy vibe. 

But for a business to be successful it needs to embrace age diversity in the 
workplace, taking on staff of all ages. 

Why? Some of top reasons include:

1. Encouraging creativity and innovation
2. Understanding customers and clients
3. Boosting your employer brand
4. Mentoring one another
5. Beginning to bridge the growing digital skills gap
6. Creating a great company culture

34
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Age discrimination
• But despite so many different age groups working together, the majority of 

professionals say that age discrimination is common at work.

• 17.3% professionals have faced age discrimination in the workplace. 
For the majority (49.4%), this was because they were too old, but 45.3%
said they’ve also been judged for being too young.

• As an employer, it’s vital to stamp out this kind of discrimination: 

1) it could land you in hot water with the law. 
2) it’s important to create a happy and inclusive work environment for

your business to thrive.
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Why do Millennials leave you?
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Why do Millenials/ Top 10% leave?
- when they lack influence -
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The GM Game

1. Who are you? How old are you? Music favorite as teen?  

2. What energizes you at work? Make top 3

3. How do you describe a generation? 
Discuss the generation characteristics
What is the most important charateristic of each generation?

4. What contribution does the organisation need reg. each generation?
The ‘other’ generation(s) answer and then the generation itself.

5. Now share your most important insights with the other groups
Now handle an actual case situation for your organisation

6. What are you going to accomplish together? What goal will you realize yourself?
41



Cases Generation Mngmt
1. How can we attract, bind and fascinate generation Y?

2. What does for example ‘working at home’ mean for diff. gens?

3. How can we help generations getting the best work/life balance?

4. How do we keep the eldest generation employable? 
(useful and motivated)

5. How can the diff. generations help renew our culture?

6. How do we cope with the diff. leadership needs?

42



Generation management
• Different generations: diff. driving forces and communication styles
• Each generation needs a diff. kind of management

• How to let the different generations work together more effectively
• ‘amuse me of loose me’…. How to cope with young eager beavers

• The pessimistic senior back on track

43



Generation Mngmt Game
1. Discuss the Generation characteristics. 

What’s the most important trait of each generation?

BB-generation (1940 – 1955):

_____________________________________________________________________

X-generation (1955 - 1970):

_____________________________________________________________________

Pragmatische/Y generation (1970 – 1985):

_____________________________________________________________________

Z-generation (1985 – 2000):

_____________________________________________________________________
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Generation Mngmt Game
2. Which contribution does the organisation need most …. of each generation:

BB-generation (1940 – 1955):
_____________________________________________________________________

X-generation (1955 - 1970):
_____________________________________________________________________

Pragmatic/Y generation (1970 – 1985):
_____________________________________________________________________

Z-generation (1985 – 2000):
_____________________________________________________________________
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Generation Mngmt Game

3. Share with the other groups the most important insights.

Work out a recent case for your organisation. 
Examples:

• What energizes you? How can you develop that?
• How can we involve Gen Y: attract, bind, make them enthousiastic?
• What means the New Way of Working for diff. generations?

• How can we help generations  cope with their work-life balance?
• How can we keep the Protest generation useful and motivated?

• How can the diff. generations help renew our culture?
• How do we handle the different needs for leadership?

46



Follow the next questions
A) What takes away most work-energy?
Regarding the several generations
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

B) Turn the complaint into positive action: 
What has to happen now?
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

47



4. What will you accomplish together
• And which goal are you to accomplish yourself?

What’s your first step to achieve this goal?  

a) Goal for organisation/ team/ group:
__________________________________________________________

b) Individual goal
__________________________________________________________

c) First step
__________________________________________________________

d) When will you evaluate your first step? With whom? What’s your next step? 

48



E = MC²

How to strenghten/ increase Energy? 

Energy = Mission x Characters x Capacities

49



E = MC²
• Be aware of your generation pitfalls
• Be aware of the values of diff. Generations

• When do you need other generations?
• When do other generations need your generation?

50



E = MC²

Gen.Mngmt is like networking ….. 

with other generations instead of your own

• old-boys-
• young high potential-
• special expertise/ technical-
• branche-
• company-

network
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• Connect yourself with other generations
Be interested in their ‘generation’ driving forces
Discuss the differences
Reward by ‘generation-needs’
Communicate diff. by generation-standards (top down vs storytelling)

• Let different generations connect with each other

• Let everybody enjoy the connections/ differences

• Play generation games (learn to appreciate differences)

• Include all generations in same project teams
52
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Talk to each other
• Basic idea = different generations will learn from each other

• Goal: exchange valuable knowledge and skills + keep room for renewing
caused by the the younger generation(s) 

55Bron: Sietse Rauwerdink en Angelique Greiner | KoersKaart.nl



Talk to each other

• Basic idea = different generations will learn from each other

• Goal: exchange valuable knowledge and skills + keep room for renewing
caused by the the younger generation(s) 

• This process really takes off if the different generations are getting
connected by talking to each other

56Bron: Sietse Rauwerdink en Angelique Greiner | KoersKaart.nl



Talk to each other
• Basic idea = different generations will learn from each other

• Goal: exchange valuable knowledge and skills + keep room for renewing
caused by the the younger generation(s) 

• This process really takes off if the different generations are getting
connected by talking to each other

• It’s about questions as: 

“What can I learn from you and what can you learn from me?

Due to that conversation more understanding for each other will develop
and also for each others interests

57Bron: Sietse Rauwerdink en Angelique Greiner | KoersKaart.nl



Talk to each other
• Basic idea = different generations will learn from each other

• Goal: exchange valuable knowledge and skills + keep room for
renewing caused by the the younger generation(s) 

• This process really takes off if the different generations are getting
connected by talking to each other

• It’s about questions as: “What can I learn from you and what can
you learn from me? 
Due to that conversation more understanding for each other will
develop and also for each others interests

• This conversation is not without obligation. The approach must 
always be: how can we (the different generations) strenghten each
other…….

58Bron: Sietse Rauwerdink en Angelique Greiner | KoersKaart.nl



1. Make use of the Multiplier effect
2. Sharing of knowledge
3. What does multigenerational diversity mean for leaders?
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Sharing of knowledge?
• Who (in your org.) like to share knowledge? (older gen. Sales)

• For which people goes: power = knowledge?          (= don’t want to share)
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Sharing of 
knowledge?

• Who (in your org.) like to share knowledge?
Why?

Grow faster: for themselves ór in favour of the organisation

• For which people goes: power = knowledge?          (= don’t want to share)
Why?

Fear, control, security, safety …… (= diminishers)

 Make clear this is not the way to go; turn diminishers into multipliers
 Open the borders between generations
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What diversity means to leaders*
• More diversity means different groups have very different expectations of 

leaders and leadership

• Leaders must create an environment so that different people can
contribute most optimal in their own way

• The diversity within the organisation asks for diversity at the top and more 
diversity in mngmt teams

*Bron: FD dossier juni 2011; Rule as a devoted servant 65
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Mark McCrindle in Understanding generation Y :

Gen X is mostly influenced by previous
generations and authorities

Gen Y influenced by same Y-members and
consensus. Short term planning and mostly loyal
to friends

Make sure Gen Y creates loyality concerning all
colleagues

If not, Gen Y will soonerleave and company 
investments in Y will be worthless

http://www.rowingvictoria.asn.au/documents/gorowing/UnderstandingGenY.pdf


Leaderschap nowadays
Real leadership =

• The ability to look from a distance and yet be highly involved
• Decide and act
• Consiously use your brains in multiple ways *

= tightrope dancer in the middle of:
• Understand
• Listen
• Feel
• Analyse
• + quickly shift between the competenties

* Rens van Loon; Deloitte 67



Leadership nowadays
Demands that you

• Are much more investigating
• Show much more interest in the other person

• Try to understand what are the triggers (driving forces) and do’s/dont’s
regarding the other

=> You can’t rely anymore on management-training and tricks
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Employers also should consider generational preferences when developing
performance management approaches. 

Regardless of age, all employees want to be appreciated for a job well done. 

Different = the way appreciation and constructive feedback is delivered

 X/Y/Z: less receptive to an authoritarian style of leadership, and
generally prefer frequent and immediate feedback

(Transformational leadership)

 BB: more accustomed to a hierarchical corporate structure, respond
better to more formal constructive feedback 
with an understanding that their work ethic and dedication have not
gone unnoticed.

Performance management
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Get Everyone on the Same Page

71

Promote a Culture of Asking Before Assuming
• Miscommunication among multigenerational staff members often comes 

from failing to ask questions/ listen to each other 

Encourage to always communicate with one another = no assumptions

• Lead by example: provide a space to talk with employees and check on 
their needs, challenges, and progress from time to time.

Be Open to Training Your Employees
• Create an environment of learning and coaching for different generations 

to help each other.

Bottom line? Different communication preferences => get culture of respect 



Consider life paths
• When it comes to inspiring and incentivizing employees who are much 

older or much younger than you, it helps to think like an anthropologist. 

• Consider where your employees are in their lives and what their needs 
are. 

Younger people, for instance, typically don’t have many outside 
obligations; work-wise, they are motivated by new experiences and 
opportunities. 

• Employees in their 30s and 40s, on the other hand, often have children 
and mortgages and are in need of flexibility as well as money and 
advancement. 
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Phase in life 18-25 25-35
Concerns 'angry youngsters' 'developers'

image to friends image to employer
general insecue feeling starting parenthood

towards indepence responsibility
fear for failures work-private conflicts

ambition, eagerness networking
image idealism work hard

independence against established order 'see me working'
relationship political interest wish to earn lots of money fast
work/career

house
more income 30-50 50-65

spirituality 'balance seekers' 'put into perspective'
life meaning new balance work-private still working after 65?

health what to do in 2nd half life having enough money when retired?
care about others worries about health want to harvest

to be fit be able to compete still
meaning of life increasing health concern
want to harvest labour market more unattractive

selective social contacts "did I do well?"
quality of life indifference: "what does it matter.."

work more efficient seeing things in positive perspective
faith in politics gone negative cynical

concerns about young kids concerns about older children
transfer knowledge

J. Wijnberg leaving something meaningful
history

characteristics



E=MC²: Gen. Capacities/ skills
• BB: be the mentor and get energized by Y

• X: be the connector between generations (be a coach ánd a coachee)

• Y/Z (Millennial): learn faster: take a coach and save yourself mistakes
Inspire and energize BabyBoomer and X. 

Be creative/ unorthodox and implement their skills 
(for them to be willing to learn from you)

 Be interested in other generation-skills. Not irritated.
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N= 12,000 diary entries, together with the writers’ daily ratings of their motivation and emotions

Progress best motivator



How to motivate immediately?*

• Meaning
Explain why people should work in a certain manner (ask….) 

• Explain less how they have to do it

• ‘Also the board cooperates better, as soon as they know why they have to
do something – how their/ your work fits in the bigger picture

That’s all they need.’

76* Harvard Business School research    Teresa M. Amabile and Steven J. Kramer;Understanding the power of progress



‘Trust and Respect’
Prof. Amy Cuddy ('Presence'): people always have 2 questions when
meeting others: 

1) can I trust this person?
2) can/do I respect this person?

• The importance of showing your 'competence' (respect: show how smart/ 
talented you are) is overrated

• The 'warmth' (trust) appears the main factor in evaluating each other

De evaluation of 'competence' takes place after trust is realised

77



Let generations work together
more effectively

• Acknowledge senior knowledge and ask for stories (old days) 
• The X’er is a fixer (understands/ relates to senior and junior)

• Combine stories (undocumented knowledge) with system-knowledge and
link to Y-use

• Y-gen introduces new communication (channels/methods) and is able to
communicate with new (younger) target audience

78



Conclusion
• Start monthly generation management sessions

• Better understand each others driving forces

• Let generations discuss with each other

79
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
2. Who is able to do this, wins the world

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere (oxytocine)

(social glue)

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere (oxytocine)

(social glue)

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire (dopamine)

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern (belangstelling) (oxytocine)

real contact/affection/inclusion

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heaing for trouble
5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names Oxytocine

5. An easy way to become a great speaker 

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names

5. An easy way to become a smooth talker

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names

5. An easy way to become a smooth talker
- Be a great listener oxytocin
- Encourage others to talk about themselves real contact/affection/inclusion

6. How to increase interest from others
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names

5. An easy way to become a smooth talker
- Be a great listener
- Encourage others to talk about themselves

6. How to increase interest from others

7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names

5. An easy way to become a smooth talker
- Be a great listener
- Encourage others to talk about themselves

6. How to increase interest from others
- Talk about things of real interest for the other oxytocin

real contact/affection/inclusion
7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names

5. An easy way to become a smooth talker
- Be a great listener
- Encourage others to talk about themselves

6. How to increase interest from others
- Talk about things of real interest for the other

7. How to make sure others like you instantly

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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How to win friends

1. The big secret in getting along well   
- show your appreciation; honest and sincere

2. Who is able to do this, wins the world
- Arouse eager desire 

3. If you do this, you’re welcome everywere
- Show real concern 

4. If you don’t do this, you’re heading for trouble
- Speak out names

5. An easy way to become a smooth talker
- Be a great listener
- Encourage others to talk about themselves

6. How to increase interest from others
- Talk about things of real interest for the other

7. How to make sure others like you instantly
- Show the other he/she is important. Sincerely. => serotonin

(compliments) (trust)
- Show Respect => serotonin

* Bron: Dale Carnegie
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Happy chemicals
Anger: Hands 
yellow = ‘full 
wrong emotion’; 
=> head is ‘out’

Head is ‘in’. 
Happiness/pride. 
Head = think /ratio. 
Establish
acknowledgement
+ appreciation/ 
understanding. 

Thát makes other
feel happy/proud



5 Golden Tips to positively influence
Gen Y during probation period

• Gen Y is a social generation. 

Wants to be supported and values informal, internal communication. 

They also like to work together.
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5 Golden Tips to positively influence
Gen Y during probation period

Tip 1: make sure they have a lot of contact with colleagues
Tip 2: give them a personal coach (reflect, feedback, easy reachable by mobile)

Tip 3: give room for new ideas
Tip 4: build up the responsibilities carefully

Tip 5: build a personal relation (Personal contact + fun! 
Show interest in their lives beside work)
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Everything used to be better
• How to get the pessimist senior back in line….
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“Nobody cares what you know
until they know that you care”

Theodore Roosevelt (US president 1904)

Is your knowledge 
and experience
unused?



Motivate the senior
• Acknowledge/ appreciate knowledge and experience
• Take time to listen to his stories (old days)
• Let him be coach of youngsters

• Respect this generation and go for safely ‘transferring knowledge’

• Let them ask Social Media questions to Y-gen 

• Educate them about the usefulness of Social Media, concerning their
personal values and needs (“sharing personal info = dangerous!...”)
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Life long learning?
• A new mindset is needed: 

– Be open to new knowledge; 
– You yourself should be constantly searching for new knowledge; 
– the will to keep on learning and develop yourself (also the 60 year young); 
– Not be afraid for changes and renewal

• This mindset should be present at all levels of the organisation

• Concluded: ‘life long learning has always been’ , but the nescessity is is
bigger than ever, and will only increase in the future
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10 tips for a stronger Multigenerational group

1. Drink together after an activity
– Groupsactivities stimulate the feeling you are a group

2. Let there be humor
– Nothing relaxes more than laughter

3. TALK
– Open communication between people avoids misperceptions that could undermine/ 

ruin a good atmosphere

4. Organise teambuildingsactivities on regular basis
– Gives group members the chance to get to know each other outside the context

5. Compliment each other
– If someone does something good, this can be said out loud (acknowledgement)
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10 tips for a stronger Multigenerational group

6. Want to ask/ discuss with group members? => try via personal contact
– Mail/ phone creates more distance (no visual support)

7. Give new group members a tour and introduce them
– So they integrate faster within the group (Accezz example)

8. Tell everybody about latest changes and decisions
– Everybody feels involved

9. Know each others personal (and professional) background
– Be sincerely interested in the other; gives other a good feeling and you get to know

each other better!

10. A good group atmosphere starts with you
– Unconditional friendship is the basis of everything
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Bron: VisieScope 103

Knowledge 
& Insight

Generation
mngmt strategy

Managen diff gens
& generation diff

Generation
leadership

- Gen. Mngmt
& diversity
- Gen. Charact.

- Forces & 
bottlenecks for
your org.

- Labourmarket 
Trends 

- Strategy
(analysis to ‘plan 
of action’)

-Implemantation
life phase
conscious policy

- Support base 
creation in org.

- lead, bind, 
fascinate of 4 G.

- Increase senior  
productivity

- Cooperation & 
co-creation
between gens

- Increase motiv., 
energy, effectiv. 
of employees

- Selfknowledge

- Mngmnt of 
forces

- Ownership

- Effective
comm. with 
other
generations.



The camel riddle

• There was an old Arab who left his 17 camels to his 3 sons.

• First son would get 1/2, the second 1/3 and the third son 1/9

• But 17 cannot be divided by 2, 3 or 9….. What to do?
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The camel riddle: 17

• 1st : 3/6 

• 2nd: 1/3

• 3rd: 1/9
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The camel riddle: 18

• 1st : 3/6 9

• 2nd: 1/3 6

• 3rd: 1/9 2
17
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END
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Generatie X (1955-1970);
•  In vergelijking met Babyboomers werken de Xers niet aan structuren en posities,
ze hebben meer oog voor processen, staan meer tussen de mensen.

•  Ze sturen organisaties aan waarin het aantal vrouwen en multiculturele
professionals toeneemt, zijn beter in staat diversiteit constructief te benutten

•  Proberen mensen niet te overtuigen, maar maken mensen bewust van wat er aan
de hand is. Activeren mensen tot zelfinitiatief, doen beroep op eigen
verantwoordelijkheid.

•  Zoeken niet naar het beste idee en draagvlak, maar zoeken optimale combinaties
van verschillende ideeën.

•  Streven niet naar ideaalbeeld, maar kijken naar wat bewezen werkt

•  Zoeken naar gezonde balans

•  Professionaliseren en hebben meer oog voor kwaliteit
•  Hechten meer waarde aan leren dan vorige generatie
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Pragmatische Generatie (1970-1981)

• In vergelijking met Generatie X zijn ze niet bescheiden, ze organiseren zich in
netwerken, zoeken al vroeg ‘open en direct’ contact met de leiders in hun
organisaties.
• Hebben minder geduld, willen expliciet kansen krijgen.
• Zijn ook gericht op zelfontplooiing, maar vooral direct in het dagelijkse werk.
• Hechten meer waarde aan leren dan vorige generaties.
• Nemen geen genoegen met serieuze saaie werksfeer, streven naar plezier en
dynamiek in het werk.
• Nemen geen genoegen met saaie vergaderruimtes en lange besprekingen, maar
streven naar informele ‘to the point’ werkbesprekingen in stimulerende
werkruimtes.
• Bevorderen meerzijdig spontaan meesturen in samenwerkingsprocessen.
• Niet de formele positie, maar de inhoud stuurt
• Toename van aantal vrouwen binnen deze generatie in organisaties (50%)
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Jongste Pragmaten (Screenagers) (1981-?)
• In vergelijking met de Pragmatische Generatie zal deze nieuwe generatie
hoogstwaarschijnlijk minder neigen tot aanpassen.

• Waarderen organisatieculturen en leiders die authentieke ontwikkeling steunen.
• Netwerken niet alleen met leeftijdgenoten, maar met mensen van alle leeftijden en uit
alle culturen.

• Zijn meer op zoek naar zinvolle contacten.
• Vinden kennis wel belangrijk, maar ook vergankelijk.
• Hebben niet voldoende aan korte termijnresultaten, willen direct voldoening halen uit
wat ze doen.

• Willen leren als het past bij hun authentieke ontwikkeling
• Houden geen rekening met bestaande grenzen, zijn zelf grenzeloos actief, vinden het
prima als anderen wel binnen grenzen blijven.

• Doen niet een paar dingen tegelijk, maar veel dingen tegelijk.
• Weten meer over interactieve media dan vorige generatie
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Case Study #1: Leverage your young workforce’s expertise

• Ron, Chief HR at MasterCard, is not a technophobe, but he readily admits that 
social media didn’t come easily to him — at least at first. “I recognized that I had a 
lot to learn about operating in this new world,” says Ron, who is 51.

• So he volunteered to take part in a reciprocal mentoring program run by one of 
MasterCard’s internal business resource groups. 

• The program partners young employees with older colleagues to work on tech 
skills. Ron was assigned a coach, Rebecca Kaufman — 24 years old and an avid 
social media user — who taught him how to use Twitter and how to get more out 
of professional networking sites, such as LinkedIn. 

• “Rebecca has shaped my thinking in terms of how I operate in the social space,” 
says Ron. 

“I now carve out time in my day to get on LinkedIn and I have a [better 
appreciation for] the importance of social media.”
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Case Study #1: Leverage your young workforce’s expertise

• Working with Rebecca also helped Ron relate to Millenials as both the consumers 
and workforce of the future — a critical insight considering the changes taking 
place in MasterCard’s industry. 

“This new generation is shaping the future in terms of purchasing habits: 
They don’t use cash to buy things; they use electronic means. [As a result,] 
MasterCard’s job descriptions have changed.”

• Rebecca also benefits from the relationship: Ron provides professional counsel and 
is also helping improve her communication skills.

• Today hundreds of MasterCard employees take part in the program, which is 
currently offered in five offices. 

“There’s a contagion going on — people are raising their hands and saying: 
‘I want a mentor.’ It’s really about making yourself vulnerable,” he says.
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Case Study #2: Motivate your employees 
with incentives that matter to them

• Kris Snyder — the founder and CEO of Vox Mobile, the mobile technology 
management company based in Cleveland, Ohio — offers his 130 employees a 
veritable cafeteria of benefits, compensation, and work assignments. 

“I think of my employees as a cast of characters,” says Kris, who is 42. “Everyone’s 
needs are different, so we can’t be a one-size-fits-all [employer].”

• The majority of Vox Mobile’s sales force — about 85% — are just out of school and 
on their first or second job. 

Its leadership team, however, is comprised of people in their 30s and 40s. 

To appeal to these different age groups, he has developed different sets of 
employee perks

based mainly on where these two age groups are in their personal and 
professional lives. 
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Case Study #2: Motivate your employees 
with incentives that matter to them

• “I noticed that these groups have different motivations and, therefore, 
they need different incentives,” he says. 

“There are no hard and fast rules, but generally speaking, my Gen Y 
workers want us to fund their LinkedIn accounts; they like things like 
branded gear and company-sponsored happy hours — they’re more social 
and they’re not going home right after work. 

Gen Xers don’t care about logoed backpacks; instead they are looking at 
our 401(k) matching plan and our healthcare provisions.”

• The different incentive packages and perks will likely shift along with the 
company’s demographics, says Kris. 

“As we build and grow and as the company goes through different stages, 
the makeup of our workforce will change, too,” says Kris. 

“We will navigate those changes and experiment with new ways to 
incentivize employees.”
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E=MC²
Energy = Mission x Character x Competence

KNOW
E =

Mission what you want (to accomplish)
x Character who you are
x Competence your skills
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E=MC²
what you want (to accomplish) + what the other wants
who you are + who the other is
your skills + the skills of the other
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E=MC²
what you want (to accomplish) + what the other wants
who you are + who the other is
your skills + the skills of the other

=> Transform to advantages for both 
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